STEPS IN TECHNICAL PLANNING
observer could operate the latter for themselves and each other,
but the main supply for both was controlled entirely by the
pilot. The further aims and objects of this all-important oxygen
have been dealt with in another chapter.
The microphone communication between pilot and observer
enabled them to converse with ease with the engine slighdy
throttled down, although it did not prove so efficient as was
hoped, particularly at great heights. It was mainly experimental
and hastily completed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
Farnborough, but despite this it served us well. Actually, there
was little need for intercommunication between pilot and
observer, in view of the careful arrangements made between
each pair before leaving on any of their flights. In the event of
a microphone failure a message could be passed through the
special aperture cut in the bulkhead separating the two cockpits.
Let us now see the clothing worn by pilots and observers for
their voyage into the unknown. Each donned an electrically-
heated suit connected to the aeroplane by cable at two points.
To one cable came the electric circuit for heating purposes,
suits, boots, gloves and goggles; through the other ran die
circuit for his telephone, having separate wires for speech in
and speech out. Correcdy to connect up the telephones, boots,
gloves and goggles, involved a vast amount of practice, and is
a sidelight on the manifold preparations for flying over the
world's loftiest point. Much mental training was likewise
necessary to accustom the observer in the satisfactory operation
of his cameras and other equipment when immersed in such a
multiplicity of connections. In very truth the observer was the
modern and heavily-equipped counterpart of Alice in Wonder-
land's White Knight, For he had not to sit and fall off his
horse in comparative comfort in an equable temperature, but
to manipulate his highly-complicated apparatus in temperatures
ranging through 250 Fahrenheit degrees.
The result was he left terra firma in a prodigious perspiration,
cooling gradually as he ascended to his working height, there
to be subjected to the most intense cold under a vasdy reduced
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